Staying ahead of the curve and understanding where specific bills are in the legislation process is essential to knowing the direct impact that it may have in your organization. With Politico PRO’s Legislative Compass, you can easily find and track in-depth policy movement on the federal and state level with time-saving tools to extract what you need fast.

**POLITICO PRO’S LEGISLATIVE COMPASS EMPOWERS YOU TO STAY ONE STEP AHEAD.**

**ROBUST SEARCH CAPABILITIES**
Uncover federal and state bill details effortlessly including sponsors and co-sponsors, bill text, CRS summaries, legislative impact, latest actions, related bills, news and more.

**BILL TRACKING**
Save valuable time with the ability to track federal and state legislation progress and identify policy changes with bill version comparison capabilities.

**ROLE CALL VOTES**
Search across 20 years of federal roll call vote data, analysis of voting records, and trends from up to 10 years of state roll call data.

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**
Benefit from a comprehensive curation of related documents across federal and state data including bill text, Committee Reports, CBO Cost Estimates, State of Administration Policy, and many more.

**APPROPRIATIONS TRACKER**
Track spending bills with straightforward visualizations and access key documents in a single, easy-to-view display.

**EASE OF USE**
An intuitive platform that allows you to find legislation that matters most to you at the federal and state level.

**PRO’S SIGNATURE INTELLIGENCE**
PRO experts break down complex legislative issues, so you can spend less time interpreting the political contexts to your stakeholders.

**TIME-SAVING TOOLS**
Advanced tools to help you instantly compare bill versions, share notes with colleagues, and set alerts to track progress - saving you hours of manual work.

20 YEARS OF HISTORICAL FEDERAL DATA.
UP TO 10 YEARS OF DATA ACROSS ALL 50 STATES.

**POLITICOPRO.com/product**